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NEW WHEELS FOR 2004   
 

Neutron wheels, even lighter thanks to a special rim design.   
Vento G3, the new medium-profile entry-level wheels.    

New oversize hubs for Scirocco G3 wheels. 
The Zonda G3 wheels have been totally restyled: the front one is radial and the back 

wheel is G3.   
 

 
Vicenza, July 16 2003 – Campagnolo is going to further enhance its range of wheels for 2004. 
The changes to the low-profile range concern only Neutron wheels, whose weight makes them 
the ideal wheels for climbs and long distances and which now weigh even less. The medium-
profile range has on the other hand been extended by the introduction of the Vento G3 entry-
level wheels, new oversize hubs with industrial bearings for Scirocco G3 wheels and major 
changes to Zonda G3 wheels, which have been totally restyled with radial spoking for the front 
and G3 for the back wheels.   
 
 

LOW PROFILE   
 

 Neutron’s clincher version for 2004 has lightened rims whose special design 
has brought their weight down to 1550 g the pair, 30 g less than for the 2003 
model. This lighter weight improves wheel response when climbing without 
diminishing the technical performance that has given Neutron wheels their 
reputation of being the ideal wheels for climbs and long distances. The graphics are 
also new and give them a real competition image.  

 
 

MEDIUM PROFILE 
 
 Vento G3. These are the new entry-level wheels of Campagnolo’s medium-

profile range and are distinguished by their G3 spoking. The rim has a medium 
profile of 24 mm that is machined on the sides to improve braking quality, it has 
eyelets for greater resistance to spoke tension. The hubs are both flanged and run 
on sealed bearings of proven quality.   
An entry-level wheel with hi-end quality.  

 
 

 Scirocco G3. Scirocco wheels were created to provide a vast public with the 
performance of the G3 system and they have been improved still further. The 2004 
version brings new oversize hubs that run on sealed bearings that increase 
smoothness and reduce maintenance. The other features remain the same.   

 
 

 Zonda G3. Zonda G3 wheels have been totally restyled for 2004 to assert their 
hi-end product status. The spoking is now radial on the front wheel and G3 on 
the rear wheel to maximize transmission of power by the cyclist. The rim is 30-



mm medium profile. The hi-end hubs are HPW with an oversize light alloy body and 
axle. The graphics are also new to match the rest of the medium-profile range.   
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